
 

 

















 

 
 
 
 

  The Bridge Special School  

Activity  Sensology Workout Session 
Aims of the session: 
• To awaken the senses 

• Responds to sensory features of items, activities using the senses 
• To make choices and decisions and begin to develop and communicate 

preference 

Teaching Points 

 

• Activity is best 

suited to a 

minimalist 

environment to 

avoid distractions 

and enhance 

learning 

opportunities 

 

• Prepare all your 

resources before 

you start, just one 

example from 

each sense. 

 

• Be with the pupils 

as they explore 

their senses and 

respond to them 

rather than 

“showing” them 

how to play. Offer 

encouragement, 

and interact with 

them when they 

show that they 

want you to join 

in. 

 

• Follow the child’s 

lead and copy 

their explorations, 

vocalisations etc. 

to foster 

communication 

through intensive 

interaction. 

 
 

Introduction: 

Allow the students time to look in a mirror at themselves. 
We sing to students at the start of each session, “look in the mirror, who do you 
see?”  

Possible activities 

Vision: These are my eyes Sound: These are my ears 

Indicate where the eyes are- Look! 
Exploring a range of visual stimuli 
Handheld disco light 
Finger light 
Light windmill 
Fibre optic  

Light Orb 
UV lights/ paint 
Black & White umbrella 
Neon Umbrella 
 

Indicate where the ears are- Look! 
Wrist bells 
Drums (varying loud to quiet) 
Shakers 
Triangle 
Rustling foil 

 

Touch: This is my body Smell: This is my nose 

Indicate where the hands/body are- Look! 
Contrasting/different textures e.g. 
- Feathers vs net 
- Pine cones vs conkers  

- Veclro vs Bubble wrap 
- Gak vs spikey drier balls  
- AstroTurf vs slippery soap 
-Car chamois (damp) vs shower scrunchies  
- Sequins vs cotton wool 
Shredded paper vs bead chains 
- sand paper vs jelly cube 

- ice cubes vs warmed baked beans 
 

Indicate where the nose is- Look! 
Cotton wool scent pots/ spray / 
scented moisturiser-  
Orange 

Lavender 
Lemon 
 

Taste: This is my mouth 

Indicate where the mouth is- Look! 

Lemon vs  
Chocolate sauce 
Honey  
Soy sauce 

Conclusion: 
At the end of the session encourage pupils to help pick up and tidy away the 
objects (where appropriate). In class we use bubbles to show the end of each 
session and explain that sensology has finished. 



www.sensoryspectacle.co.uk
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Follow Us
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Squishy soap

What you need
1/2 cup cornflour

4 table spoons of liquid soap
4 teaspoons of cooking oil

food colouring
bowl to mix
large spoon

How to make
Add the cornflour and liquid soap 

into the bowl and mix together

Then add in the cooking oil and mix 
further

Before completely mixed add a 
drop of food colouring

Continue to knead together

To use - break a small amount off 
and keep by the sink. When you 

wash your hands use it in the same 
way as a bar of soap. You can 

save the remainder in an air tight 
container.

You could add in food 
flavourings or aroma scents 
to add another element to 
the soap.

Smell
Washing our hands can now be more enticing for 
people who seek smell. You can make your soap 
to meet the needs of someone who seeks out 
smell.

Tactile
Explore the soap while washing your hands, 
squish it and feel it move between your fingers. 
A great fidget to encourage hand washing.

An interesting way to 
motivate people to wash their 
hands - you could make their 
own soap.



 

 

 

 

 

For more resources visit www.ltl.org.uk/free-resources 
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Activity 

• Collect all the equipment in an open 

space outdoors, or on a table indoors. 

• Fill your pot or seed tray with compost 

and press down gently all over. Smooth 

the surface so it’s nice and smooth. 

• Using a watering can, gently water the 

compost so that it is damp. 

• Now take your hand and press it firmly, 

fingers spread apart, into the compost 

so that you can clearly see your 

handprint. 

• Now scatter grass seed carefully within 

the indent made by your hand. 

• Put the pot somewhere sheltered and 

water daily.  Watch your handprint 

appear! 

 

 

Green High Five! 

Give the soil a high five and sow some seeds in the indent for 

some real green fingers! 

All 

Growing things allows children to 

understand the world of plants and 

growth. 

 

Scattering seeds inside the handprint 

will develop fine motor skills. 

 

Extend the activity by creating other 

shapes and patterns – what about a 

grass footprint, or a smiley face?  

 

What objects could you use to make 

the imprints? 

 

Maintain your handprint by trimming 

it regularly and watering it gently 

when the weather is dry. 

 

 

Early Years 

and Play 

What You’ll Need: 

• A large plant pot or seed tray. 

• Compost. 

• Grass seed. 

• Water and a watering can. 

• A hand to make a print with! 

 


